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Craig Carr, PCC, CPCC, has been a therapist, a Doctor of
Chinese Medicine and a senior faculty member with the
Coaches Training Institute. His wide-ranging life-coaching
clientele includes entrepreneurs, investors, executives,
coaches and artists. He is the co-author of The New Client
Guidebook to Professional Coaching and Danger, Sex and
Magic: Living Beyond the Forbidden and Taboo.
craigcarr@dsmlifetrainings.com
dangersexmagic.com
Terry L. Green is CEO/President of BizEase Support Solutions,
an American-based online marketing support company
comprising a team of talented professionals across the U.S.
and Canada. BizEase helps speakers and coaches worldwide
turn time into money by providing seamless online marketing
solutions, to include setting up shopping carts and editing
video, to writing blog posts and managing Social Media and
PR campaigns.
terry@bizeasesupport.com
bizeasesupport.com
Janet M. Harvey, MCC, CMC, CCS, is an ICF Master Certified
Coach, Certified Mentor Coach, Certified Coaching Supervisor,
ICF Global past president and ICF Foundation board president,
with 30 years’ experience as both a corporate and entrepreneurial
business executive. An early adopter for creating a coachcentered workplace, Janet has worked with global organizations
and teams of leaders within to establish a generative, resilient
and high-performance culture through a coaching approach to
leading and managing success. Janet is CEO of inviteCHANGE,
dedicated to coach certification training, advanced coach
development and talent solutions for organizations.
janet.harvey@invitechange.com
invitechange.com
Kat Knecht CPCC, PCC, is a love, dating and relationship coach.
Along with her husband, Curtis, she is the co-founder of The
Relationship Coaching Connection. Her program, The Art and
Science of Romance, has helped hundreds of women find
the romantic life they desire. The Coaching Circles that Kat
facilitates weekly help women find the love of their lives or
improve the relationship they already have by learning how
to practice self-love and use their own personal power in a
positive way.
kat@relationshipcoaching.com
relationshipcoaching.com
Kate Michels, MCC, NLP, is the founder of Core Alignment
Coaching and Emotional Wisdom Training. She is a best-selling
author, motivational speaker and internationally recognized
coach of coaches with clients in 13 countries and counting.
Kate is the Answer Woman for the Life Principles Integration
Process program with Centerpointe Research Institute, and
recently became a webinar presenter for School of Greatness.
corealignment@gmail.com
emotionalwisdomtraining.com/
Marcy Nelson-Garrison, MA, LP, CPCC, is a product mentor
and founder of coachingtoys.com, an online store featuring
creative toys and tools for personal development. Marcy helps
coaches, counselors and consultants leverage their own
creativity for greater impact and profit. Her products include:
Q? Basics, Open-Ended Questions for Coaching Mastery;
The ProductPlanner; and Passion to Product.
marcy@coachingtoys.com
pinkparadigm.com
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Suzi Pomerantz, MT, MCC, is CEO of Innovative Leadership
International, LLC. An award-winning executive coach and
#1 bestselling author with 22 years’ experience coaching
leaders and teams in 200 organizations, Suzi specializes in
leadership influence, helping executives and organizations
find clarity in chaos. She was among the first awarded the
Master credential from the ICF 17 years ago and is a
thought leader serving on several boards. Suzi designed
the LEAP Tiered Coaching Program for leadership teams,
founded the Leading Coaches’ Center and co-founded the
Library of Professional Coaching, the world’s largest free
online library for coaches.
InnovativeLeader.com
Victoria Trabosh, CDC®, CEC, is president of Victoria Trabosh
Executive Coach LLC, helping executives and entrepreneurs
realize their most ambitious performance goals and achieve
excellence, in addition to decades of experience as an
executive herself. She has over 40 years of experience in
leading companies and teams across the U.S. in a wide
variety of fields and industries. Victoria is also an
international speaker, and author of two books: Dead Rita’s
Wisdom – Simple Words to Help You Live an Extraordinary
Life and Cancer: From Tears to Triumph. She is the host of
the podcast, Wisdom with Victoria Trabosh. One of her
passions is the Itafari Foundation, supporting the people
of Rwanda, which she co-founded in 2005.
Vicky@victoriatrabosh.com
VictoriaTrabosh.com
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Dr. Vikki G. Brock, MCC, EMBA, is a master coach, author
and international speaker who brings more than 20 years’
experience as an organizational leader to her work. An
executive leadership coach and mentor for other coaches
since 1995, Vikki’s sweet spot is respectfully provoking
seasoned individualists to take their leadership (and their
life) to the next level. The foremost subject matter expert
on the roots and emergence of the coaching field, Vikki is
author of Sourcebook of Coaching History and has been
actively involved with the International Coach Federation
(ICF) since its inception in 1996. She speaks and trains
internationally, and is regularly published in professional
coaching magazines.
coach@vikkibrock.com
vikkibrock.com
Karl Corbett is managing partner of Sherpa Coaching in
Cincinnati. He handles strategy and client relations for the
Sherpa Executive Coaching Certification at Miami University,
Texas Christian University and the University of Georgia. Karl
also leads the annual Sherpa Executive Coaching Survey, the
longest-running survey on executive coaching. He has been
a progressive entrepreneur since 1984, developing the
Employment Dynamics process for HR systems design, and
“Showtime” customer service training. He has consulted and
taught across the U.S. and South Africa, at the highest levels
of industry and government.
kc@sherpacoaching.com
sherpacoaching.com
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sticky situations

How do I help clients
find their legacy?
the situation
“As a corporate coach, I am quite often challenged with my clients’ conversation about social responsibility
or legacy. I’m a coach who is approaching retirement and have the same question on my own mind.
How do I work with my clients around this important area without adding my personal bias?”

the experts weigh in
Suzi Pomerantz, MT, MCC

A

re you more challenged by the topic of social responsibility/legacy, are you more challenged by your fear of
managing your own agenda or projections in the
coaching relationship, or are you more challenged by your
approaching retirement? Regardless, you’ve got to do your
own work first before you can masterfully navigate the exploration
with your clients. Assuming you have your own coach (because
anyone who coaches others should walk the talk and be
coached), you may wish to unpack your question in three
ways with your coach:
1. How do I work with my clients in general without inserting
my own agenda, biases, projections and personal challenges
into their coaching?
2. What do I need to do to envision and clarify for myself
what matters most to me regarding social responsibility?
3. What do I wish to create for my retirement that would
fuel my soul and heal the world?
Do you know the impact you wish to make in the world?
Have you done your own legacy exploration? In what ways
are you leaving your mark on the planet?
I’m particularly intrigued by these questions being linked to
the concept of retirement as you framed it. Do you believe that
only when approaching retirement do clients need to consider
legacy or social responsibility? Why wouldn’t that be part of the
dialogue at any stage of professional development? What is it
that you believe about your own retirement that might be
getting in the way of accessing your own legacy work?
Now, if we switch gears for a moment and shift to your
clients, what would it take for you to be able to check your own
agenda at the door and listen to them and their legacy conversation from a place of generosity and support? What do you
need to do to separate yourself and have healthy boundaries in
your work with your clients? What might you learn from their
conversation that would expand your ability to be of service to
them in identifying their own legacy impact? How might you
help them amplify the difference they wish to make regardless
of retirement?

Hopefully this expands your thinking on the subject and
gives you some juicy tidbits to chew on. Bottom line is that
you don’t want to be the blind leading the blind, so do your
own work! That will give you the reserves to be of bigger
service to your clients, thus allowing them to leave a more
meaningful legacy.
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Victoia Trabosh, CDC®, CEC

T

hese kinds of conversations are a sign you’re doing
lasting work. It’s never too early or too late to think about
what our legacy will be. Social responsibility and legacy
are both personal, and while you’re concerned about your
biases, I’d like to address the initial question first and then
the bias issue second.
Social responsibility and legacy are all about wanting to
live a life of success AND significance. It’s important to help
clients work through a process which they can continually
refer to as a development tool for their stated intentions.
Here’s a three-part process you can begin to walk your
clients through, and modify as necessary:
1. John Maxwell says, “How you do anything is how you do
everything.” To get the anything right, I’d start with a discussion
about integrity. Have them define what integrity means for
them. Reflect on each area of their life, e.g., finances, family,
relationships, health, community, spirituality, etc., and define
and identify any integrity voids in those areas. Clean those
up and they’ll immediately begin to raise their game.
2. Have them list their BHAGs (Big Harry Audacious Goals).
BHAGs are those incredible hopes and dreams they have for

When Sharing from Self,
the key is to make sure you
are doing it for the client.

Craig Carr, PCC, CPCC

A

s is often the case, there’s both good news and a
cautionary tale in your question. Social responsibility,
legacy and retirement are topics fully loaded with
coaching grist and here you sit, poised perfectly to be an
expert coach in an area you know well from personal experience.
You can choose this platform as a “claim to fame” and a benefit
to your clients, or you can fear it because you don’t yet have it
figured out to perfection for yourself.
You sound like an elder coach who is aware of what it looks
like when a coach’s ego runs a session. It’s dangerous and
it’s not pretty. Perhaps your question stems from your own
awareness of this abyss and you don’t want to fall into it.
In getting to the crux of your question, let’s review a few
dynamics you probably know but may have forgotten.
First, most of us do this work because it challenges us,
grows us, makes us look inside our own choices, and fulfills
us. Among the coaches I know, if their work didn’t continually
awaken them to what they needed to look at in themselves,
they’d get bored and look for the nearest exit! It’s OK that
you’re feeling conflict. If you love the work it means to keep
going, not to stop; and remember the differences between
coaching, consulting, giving advice and teaching. Coaches
who do all that and call it all coaching get confused and make
messes they can’t clean up.
Second, you are correct that you risk inserting your agenda.
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their future and the impact they believe they can have in the
world. Work through their doubts and fears to create action
steps necessary to reach their BHAGs. They can then manifest
their greatest hopes and dreams.
3. After creating action steps, agree upon a process of
accountability where you to check in and monitor their progress.
Work with them on roadblocks, keep them focused on their
BHAGs and adjust as necessary.
Remember, what is easy does not last, and what lasts, is not
easy. This is profound work, work that keeps people moving
when the days are filled with good times and bad. BHAGs will
always have more weight, be more challenging and have greater
lasting value than small goals. Hold it all within a spacious
structure that will give them direction, purpose and passion.
As for you my fellow coach, what, of all I have written, would
not apply for you? You can go through the same process and
your ‘bias’ will influence your coaching. You are not a therapist.
Your clients know you have a bias - and they want to know
what it is. Deliver your truth. But deliver it “charge neutral.”
Meaning, it’s your truth that you’re sharing but whether they
agree or not is not a reflection of you.
That’s coaching. Give them your best and help them reach
for their stars and see your own as well.
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You know this because the first dynamic is something you
know about and care about. I’m going to tweak your concern
a bit, though, and say it is your unconscious personal bias that
rings the cautionary bell. The troubling and beautiful thing is
that unconscious bias is alive and well in all human communication
and every relationship. Your job is to manage your conscious
biases, and that’s the very best you can do.
And that brings us to the third dynamic, which is about how
to manage biases. A long time ago, I learned a skill from a wise
and smart mentor, which she called Sharing from Self. A lot of
coaches don’t like it when I suggest they share more of what is
going on for them. They think it’s forbidden territory and I assure
them I never said it wasn’t an advanced skill that needed to be
developed. I argue that in the hands of a professional working
on his or her craft, this skill deepens relationship and empowers
coaching perhaps like no other.
I’m not saying there aren’t landmines. When Sharing from
Self, the key is to make sure you are doing it for the client.
This is a bit paradoxical, but through metaphor or personal
story or revealing your process, you can communicate that
you know first-hand the experience they are having. This is
invaluable to them on many levels but for the coaching it gains
safety and range, and deepens what is possible. •
Are you grappling with a sticky situation?
You don’t have to go it alone. Let our senior coaches give you some
different perspectives to consider. Email your situation to:
submissions@choice-online.com and put “sticky situations” in the subject line.
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